MACH Energy Management Software

Make Your Job Easier with MACH Actionability

A Case Study

Behavioral Improvements + Smart Analytics = Efficiency Success

One enthusiastic customer of MACH Energy is a leading real estate investment manager in North America, and its 1.6 million sq. ft. portfolio in the Baltimore area has seen a consistent 8-10% reduction in energy usage and expenses under its designated property management firm. Both owner and property management firms are keen on identifying hidden savings opportunities and implementing intelligent operational measures. As avid users of MACH Energy’s software platform, both firms have showcased how operational and behavioral improvements in conjunction with smart analytics can generate sustained energy savings.

Instead of deploying expensive capital projects, the portfolio’s building team prefers to delve deeply and frequently into MACH Energy’s smart analytics on their buildings. The team has been conducting monthly online “Green Team” meetings for over three years. Hosted by the Chief Engineer of the building portfolio, the meetings are timely opportunities for the owners and property managers to review, evaluate, and improve their operational approaches based on the in-depth reports provided by MACH. In the first half of 2016 alone, the dozen-building portfolio saved over $169,000 in energy expenses, and reduced over 1,655,000 kWh in energy consumption. Needless to say, the behavioral improvements based on MACH’s actionable analytics prove to be effective.

MACH Energy’s actionable reporting and data analytics have made a real difference for us, and we have managed to consistently lower energy consumption and reduce energy expenses. Thanks to MACH, we have even caught erroneous energy bills that would have negatively impacted our budgets.

– The National Manager of Energy & Sustainability
MACH’s Customer

About MACH Energy

MACH Energy Inc. is a leading provider of CRETech energy management solutions for commercial real estate property managers, operators, engineers, and owners. With some of the nation’s most iconic buildings under management, MACH counts hundreds of commercial, REIT, hotel and corporate building owners as customers encompassing hundreds of millions of square feet of properties across the country.

Learn more at machenergy.com. Schedule demonstration by emailing demo@machenergy.com or by calling (415) 762-0085 x302.